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 to all the artists who shared their art and stories,  

our generous supporters and our judging panel 

Helen Earl, Jane Guthleben, Anne Masters & Kitty Clark.

This is the 8th year of celebrating the little things and  

I hope every artist found the focus of this prize a positive 

experience. I personally found it a pleasure to be reminded 

of so many special little things that have been brought 

to light, such as the simplicity of a quiet cup of tea, the 

companionship of pets, connections with friends, the 

comfort of home, the joy of colour and pattern, the act of 

making and creating, beauty found in nature, feelings of 

nostalgia and the importance of humour.

Marnie Ross - LTAP Founder

THANK YOU . . . 

Socks - Tanya Baily

 Little things that lift my spirits are a bright Sydney winter’s day, and the 
triumph of the socks coming out of the washing in pairs.



Left to right starting from top row
Kitchen Table - Jan Reeves / Loungeroom - Clare Walker /  
Breath of Summer - Trish Tait / The Only Way - Emma Dillon Hill /  
Mineral - Gemma Bamforth / Little Things - Kim Grivas / Esther - Alison Smith /  
Burnt Out - Susan Shortridge / Carrots from Gav’s Garden - Sarah Walker Ruby and Ivan Making Gnocchi - Nick Barlow

There is nothing like the little joys experienced while cooking with  
those closest to you; lots of laughter, delicious flavours, full bellies.

I spend lots of time at my kitchen table/art studio.  
It’s my happy place, a place of exploration, curiosity, conversation, eating, 

drinking, laughter and wordle! - Jan Reeves

Wall Work Category



Left to right starting from top row 
Stitched Colour II - Sandra McMahon / Utzons Dreaming - Peggy Zephyr /  
Kiss Me in the Dark - Daniela Minns / Royal - Ian Thomas / The Motel Carpet - Jules Gray 
/ Doorway - Karlie Simring / Linework - Belinda Smith /  
Riverbed, Rungutjirpa - Emma McNamara / Sunroom Weaving - Romany Fairall

‘Little stabs (sashiko)’ going through little rags… 
my little pieces of zen time flow by…Can you see? Can you touch? 

It’s raining again, a moonless night, warm inside with you.  
After all this time with you it’s the little things. Kiss me in the dark.  

- Daniela Minns

Marking Time - Yi Li



Left to right starting from top row
Purple Dreams - Zorica Purlija / Desert Sunset - Evie Adasal / Lost in Thought (detail) -  
Tara Axford / Spiritual Growth -  Sophie Dalgleish / Landscape with Cloud - Kristen 
Lethem / Little Yellow Tree - Annabel Butler / Little Worlds - Adam Galic /  
An Hour Out of Alice - Hannah Cooper / Little Ferry Merinda II - Jennifer Rosnell Meeting Place - Sonya Jackson

Linda and I would meet at Little Bay walk, chat and dream as teenagers. 
Her friendship is the BIG little thing that makes me happy.

Purple Dreams honours kids playing in Centennial Park around trees,  
treasured moments which parents keep. - Zorica Purlija



Contentment - Amanda Ogilby Chain of Hearts - Kate Meade

The simple feeling of contentment having a safe and cosy place to rest  
at the end of the day brings me so much joy.

The simple pleasure of enjoying a chain of hearts growing ever so slowly 
but surely, draping gently over cupboards and ledges with such presence. 



Left to right starting from top row
After the Rains - Jessica Anne Alexander / Mellow Yellow - Carolyn Harris / Mixed Lollies 
- Jules Gray / Last of my Mother’s Paper Whites - Cheryl Scowen / The Big Prawn - 
Leonie McIntosh / Morning Mist at Mugga Ridge - Clare Lewis / Mike - Josephine Wesley 
/ To Keep and Be Kept - Olivia Godbee / Succulent Friends - Fiona O’Byrne Persimmon on Shell  - Nicole Nelius

The overwhelming joy I feel when I wake to find the landscape cloaked  
in a magical mist. - Clare Lewis

With all the chaos around us, I love creating moments of stillness at home 
by balancing objects from nature. Add beautiful dancing light; pure magic.



Morning Chat - Vicki Ratcliff

Laughter, wisdom, problems and tears - that little act of sharing can lift my 
day in more ways than anyone can know. 

Sharing is a small thing, however it brings so much joy with a sense of love 
and belonging to others. - Felicia Finlayson

Left to right starting from top row
Sharing - Felicia Finlayson / Skeleton of John Dory - Linda Greedy / Blush - Indie Draken / 
The Hill - Olivia Arnold



Lego Sarah (mini self portrait) - Sarah Park

As my step-in to be photographed when I go on adventures  
or commemorate a moment, Lego Sarah reminds me always be grateful 

for my experiences.

The slow breathing and heavy limbs of a child asleep in my arms and how 
that moment feels awash with peace.  -  Heather Miller

Left to right starting from top row
Joy Berry - Miranda Summers / Cherry Blossom Love Song - Michaela Laurie / Simple 
Sardine - Erika Sorby / Senescence - Ashlea McFarlane / I Always Love The Cake Store on 
the Ground Floor of My Childhood House - Mia Cao / Salutation - Anthony Guerrera / Alice 
- Vanessa Stockard / Chiaroscuro Wine no.1 - Caroline Esbenshade / Merge - Heather Miller



Gray Street - Rosa Griffith Click! - Natalie Mitchell

My work reminisces the ‘little’ things we realise when we stop for a moment  
- the afternoon sun against a wall, the stranger picking flowers. 

Heading out to seek and capture little pieces of magic is good for the soul. 



Young Artists

Left to right starting from top row
Warrior Mum - Vivienne Damichi / Cows playing Soccer - Griffin Hincksman /  
Friendly Finches - Maito Tanaka / Message Books - Emily Cahill / My Dog Luna - Briony / 
Nature - Anna Bennett / Pink Orchids - Isobel Woodcock / Rain - Natasha Bennett

Left to right starting from top row
Grumpy’s Laksa - Lily McMahon / Chips in Box - Flo Nicholson /  
Little Things That Make Me Happy - Ruby Levitt / Sea Change - Alma Napthali /  
From Our Garden - Matilda Yee / Little Memories - Jamie Levitt / The Road to the End - 
Ted Heath / The Chicks - Knox Bhatti / Inner Flower - Anoushka Rex

My Grumpy (Grandpa) makes his Laksa when on family holidays to Echuca.   
I hope he understands what this meal and himself means to me.  

- Lily McMahon

This painting is my mum; a warrior. She stands through everything but still  
so beautiful. She knows all the little things that make us happy.  

- Vivienne Damichi



Left to right starting from top row
The Marks We Make - Ann Howe / Coral Polyp - Lucie Billingsley /  
The Jinsa - Sandy Ji / Argonaut - Tash Tribe

No matter how small our lives may be, we leave behind marks of our 
impression on the earth and those we’ve connected with. 

- Ann Howe

Ceramic Category

Icarus Made It - Jennifer Oh

The winged vase intends to represent an Icarus that does make it out of the 
labyrinth and escapes his troubles and finds contentment.



Practicing wheel thrown ceramics continues to bring me much solace and 
happiness as I connect my mind and body with a beautiful medium. 

- Isobel Waters

Left to right starting from top row
Sea Dream - Robyn Campbell / Pied Oystercatcher in Coastal Habitat - Nicole Ison /  
Sleep In Peace - Jennie Pottie / It’s Not As Simple As Black and White - Isobel WatersJoyful Abandon - Roshni Senapati

Smiling, spinning and twirling.  
Surrendering to the heady, dizzy moment, to slowly stop and be still.



A simple small gesture of sharing a cup of tea with loved ones, warming 
my heart and taking time out for one another.

- Michelle Kirk

I think there is something beautiful about allowing time to feel sadness.  
It is interesting how happiness always follows like a rainbow after a storm. 

- Tegan Georgette

Left to right starting from top row
Offering To The God Of Small Things - Angie Russi / Filet Verdigris - Kaz Davis /  
Simplicity - Kit-Fong Wong / Tea Drops - Michelle Kirk

Left to right starting from top row
Gathered Together - Jan Downes / Strange Bird - Belinda Smith /  
Feeling Blue, I Love Blue - Tegan Georgette / Solace n1 - Claire Ellis



Dancing Vase - Helen Shin

My dancing vase created a work of joy from representing soft curves  
to dancing shapes.

In the 2021 lockdown, I loved walking around and seeing small details of 
the streets around me, which before lockdown I hadn’t noticed before.

- Kate Dunn

Left to right starting from top row
A Cup Of Tea - Marianne Huhn / Someone To Watch Over Me - Annabel Lahz /  
Holding The Light - Gillian Hodes / Walking And Seeing - Kate Dunn



Left to right starting from top row
Converge - Susan Frost / Beachcombing - Emily Simmons

I love to collect shells with my son and keep them in this treasure jar 
decorated with the maritime fishing villages of my home. - Emily Simmons

I love the order of geometric patterns; they calm me  
and delight my eye.  Tonal gradations of the captured glaze evoke an 

enchanting jewel-like preciousness. - Susan Frost

Dawn - Mineko Shimazawa

I always wished to hold a piece of sky in my hand like picking up seashells 
at the beach. Now, here is one for you.



Little Things Art Prize is a creative celebration of shared gratitude


